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Abstract
Integral methods are used to derive an analytical expression describing fluid condensation pressures in slit pores
bounded by parallel plane walls. To obtain this result, the governing equations of Densi@ Functional Theory
(DFT) are integrated across the pore width assuming that fluid densities within adsorbed layers are spatially
uniform. The thickness, density, and energy of these layers are expressed as composite functions constructed
from asymptotic limits applicable to small and large pores. By equating the total energy of the adsorbed layers
to that of a liquid-full pore, we arrive at a closed-form expression for the condensation pressure in terms of
the pore size, surface tension, and Lennard-Jones parameters of the adsorbent and adsorbate molecules. The
resulting equation reduces to the Kelvin equation in the large-pore limit. It further reproduces the condensation
pressures computed by means of the full DFT equations for all pore sizes in which phsse transitions are abrupt.
Finally, in the limit of extremely small pores, for which phsse transitions may be smooth and continuous, this
simple analytical expression provides a good approximation to the apparent condensation pressure indicated by
the steepest portion of the adsorption isotherm computed via DFT.

Introduction
Gas molecules in small pores condense to a liquid
at pressures far below the bulk condensation pressure.
This reduction in condensation pressure results from
attractive forces between gas molecules and surrounding pore walls. Beginning at very low pressures, thin
layers of closely packed molecules start to form on
pore walls. With increasing pressure these adsorbed
layers grow more dense and then thicker until reaching
a point where the remaining gas in the pore condenses
abruptly.
Adsorption and condensation are critical to many
applications of porous materials including filtration,
separation, and the storage of gases [1,2]. All of these
processes depend on large specific surface areas to attract and store large quantities of gases in a relatively
small physical volume. Process performance can often
be enhanced by reducing pore sizes to near molecular
dimensions. This generally maximizes speciiic surface
area while also providing increased selectivity to gas

species of diflering molecular size. Moreover, in sufficiently small pores, attractive forces are doubled by
the overlapping potential fields of opposing pore walls.
The increased attraction further promotes adsorption
and reduces condensation pressures, permitting low
pressure storage of gases at near liquid densities.
Because adsorption and condensation depend
strongly on pore size, these processes are often used
to determine pore size distributions of microporous
materials [3-7]. The amount of gas adsorbed by a material sample at a fixed temperature is first messured
as a function of the external pressure. This adsorption isotherm is then compared with known messured
or computed isotherms for vtious ilxed pore sizes.
For materials having very large pores, the messured
isotherm should resemble the known isotherm of a flat
surface, particularly at low pressures [8]. However,
when smaller pores are present a large fkaction of the
total gss uptake will occur abruptly at the conden-

sation pressure corresponding to the most common
pore size, as illustrated by the computed singlepore
isotherms [7] displayed in Fig. 1. The measured gas
uptake as a function of pressure thus provides a strong
indication of pore size. This is true even for very
small pores, in which the phase transition is continuous, since a small variation in pore size, say from 1.5
to 2.5 molecular diameters, shifts the phase transition
pressure by two orders of magnitude. Further, when
multiple pore sizes are present in a sample, the measured isotherm may be viewed as a weighted average
of a basis set of single-pore isotherms.
In the past several years, detailed numerical models have been used by some researchers to compute
single-pore isotherms and to deduce pore size distributions from measured isotherms [47]. Most of this
computational work has been based on Density Functional Theory (DFT). In this approach, the time-mean
density field within a pore ia determined by solving
integral equations relating the local chemical potential to the van der Waals attractions and hsxd sphere
repulsions of surrounding material. DFT generally
yields the same results as alternative Molecular Dynamic simulations and Monte Carlo methods, but requires much less computer time. Even so, computer
times for DFT are usually measured in hours or days,
and a considerable effort is required to develop a DFT
computer code. Thus, there remains a need for a simple but reliable means for predicting adsorption and
condensation based on analytical relationships involving only readily available material properties.
Here, we derive an analytical expression relating
the condensation pressure to the pore width, surface
tension, and Lennard-Jones parameters of the adsorbate and adsorbent molecules. This equation is obtained by employing approximate fluid density profiles in the governing equations of DFT. From these
equations, the condensation pressure is determined by
equating integral expressions for the total fluid energy before and after condensation. The total energy
prior to condensation depends on the thickness, density and energy of adsorbed layers. These quantities
are approximated by analytical expressions that correctly describe the asymptotic behavior in the limits
of very small and very large pores and additionally
provide a smooth transition between these tilts.
The present condensation equation is in good
agreement with detailed DFT calculations over the
full range of pore sizes. It reduces to the Kelvin equation [1,2] in the limit of very large pores. At intermediate pore sizes our formulation resembles previous
Modified Kelvin (MK) equations [4,9], but contains
additional terms. Finally, in the small pore limit, our
equation reduces to a form that is similax to those pro-

1.5
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Relative Pressure - p*
Figure 1. Adsorption isotherms computed by means
of DFT for slit pores of width w. The phase transition
from gas to liquid may be continuous in very small
pores, but is always abrupt when pores are large.

posed by Horvath and Kawazoe [10] and Saito and Foley [11] in that the condensation pressure is related to
the average intermolecular potential within the pore.
In contrast to this earlier analytical work, the
present equation provides very good estimates of the
condensation pressure over the full range of pore sizes.
Also, the present equation is derived from the rigorous and general theory of DFT. This provides a fundamental basis for understanding the result and for
testing and improving the approximations made in
deriving this simple but remarkably accurate expression.

Governing

Equations

of DFT

The fluid density distribution in a region of uniform temperature, T, and chemical potential, pm,
may be determined by minimizing the grand potential
energy functional, $2 [4,5,12-14].
Cl[p(r)] = /

(f[p(r)]

+ p(r) [V(r) – pm])dr

(1)

Here, V is the external potential induced by surrounding solid materird, and ~ is the Helmholtz free energy
consisting of an ideal gas component, a mean field attraction, U, and an excess hard sphere repdsion, A+.
f = p(r)

4

[kT(ln
[A3p(r)]-1)+ -&(r)+A@(r)]
(2)

The logarithmic ideal gas component depends on
the temperature and the local density, p, measured
in molecular mssses per unit volume, as well as
the Boltzmann constant, k, and the deBroglie wave
length, A.
The fluid attraction, U, is defined by a density
weighted integral of a molecular pair potential function, u, over the surrounding fluid.
U(r) =
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Here we employ a Lennard-Jones 6-12 potential at
ranges beixveen its cross over point, T = a, and an
arbitrary cutoff range, ~ =~~~.
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4’ff[(:)’2(:)’] “<”<’m= ‘4)
The potential vanishes, u = O, outside this interval
since it is presumed negligible at longer ranges, while
the shorter range repulsiona are described by a separate hard-sphere model. The molecular diameter,
c, and depth of the potential well, eff, appearing in
Eq. (4) are known approximately for common gases.
The excess fluid repulsion, A@, is described by
Tarazona’s smoothed density model [5-7,13,14] de
rived from the Carnahan-Starliig equation of state.

Figure 2. Schematic of adsorption on the walls of a
slit pore. Densi~ peaks of the fist layers result from
localization of molecular centers in the potential well
of adjacent solid material. Successive layers are progressively less ordered and have less prominent peaks.
Layer spacing is about one molecular diameter.

The normalized density, q, represents the volume fraction occupied by molecules having a hard sphere diameter, d = c, and a smoothed density, ~, obtained
by averaging of the surrounding density field

ew = %rpstqf +;A

~(r) = /p(r’)w(lr--

r’1) dr’

Here, z is the distance from the center plane of the
surface layer of the solid atoms, a=f is the effective
fluid-solid intermolecular diameter, and 6W contains
both the Lennard-Jones well depth, e,f, and the solid
density, ps.
In a narrow slit bounded by two walls the external
potential is then

wo=++~)++z+~

(6)

(7)

1–:
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“f)

w

where the position, x, and the pore width, w, are both
measured from the surface of the first layer of atoms
in the solid. This is as showh in Fig. 2.
Minimization of the potential energy functional,
Q, can now be accomplished by insertiig the above
definitions into Eq. (1), taking its variation with re
spect to p(r), and equating the rewdt to zero. The
resulting Euler-Lagrange equation may be written as

using a liiear weighting of densities within a sphere
of radius a.
w(r)=;’

(9)

This formulation of DFT provides good overall agreement with macroscopic data and with Monte Carlo
simulations, including the formation and magnitude
of sharp density peaks.
The external potential, V, is obtained by integrating the complete Lennard-Jones potential over the
solid walls bounding the fluid. The solid density is
usually assumed uniform over planar sheets of atoms
spaced A apart, as in Steele’s widely used formula [9].

kTln(A3p) + u + AIJ(P) + @

+ v = Pm

(11)

where
m’(r)

=

/

p(r’) w(]r – r’]) A~’(j7(r’))

dr’

(12)
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For a chosen value of the ambient chemical potential
and a specified external potential, V, the desired density distribution p(r) may be determined by solving
Eq. (11), usually by numerical means.
In numerical DFT, the region of interest is fist
subdivided into discrete cells wherein the density profile is either presumed to be uniform [4-6,13,14] or presumed to vary as an analytic function of position [7].
The integrals appearing in the Euler-Lagrange equation are then replaced by summations to obtain a system of coupled nonlinear equations that are solved
for the mean cell densities. Here, we will use these
numerical solutions [7] both to guide and to verify
our derivation of an analytical expression for the condensation pressure. All such calculations will address nitrogen adsorption on graphite at 77 K with
a, A, cS, p., eff, and qf taken as 3.57 & 3.35 &
3.48 & 0.11 A-3, 1.86 x 10–14 erg/molecule and
0.78 x 10–14 erg/molecule. Before reviewing those results, however, it is useful to explore the application
of DFT to fluids of uniform density.

2.0
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P&

p*e~

T=77K
c = 3.57A
&#T = 1.75

P

and

e = kTln(~)+A~(p)

–po(A@’(po)

–A@(po)
+ effCu)

+ p(A@’(p)

= –[V – kT~

(~)1

(10

Since the liquid density rarely differs substantially
from its nominal value, po, the liquid energy may be
well approximated by the following expression.

(15)

e= V–kTln

()~Po

(18)

As seen in Fig. 3, this approximation is more than
adequate for present purposes, though it could be improved easily by constructing a Taylor expansion of
the neglected terms about the reference state.
Figure 3 illustrates the calculated variation of the
normalized density and volumetric energy content of
liquid and gas nitrogen with pressure and external
potential The normalized variables used in the plot
are defined ss follows.

+ e#7u)

(:)1

–A@(pO)

+~~@dp
– PO) + [v–kTln

in which the subscript co indicates conditions far from
adsorptive surfaces.
The largest root of Eq. (14) describes the densi~
of a stable liquid. Its nominal or reference value, po, is
evaluated in the absence of an external potential field
at the bulk condensation pressure, p. where the bulk
gas and liquid phases have equal energy. The liquid
density, p, at any other pressure, p, in the presence of
an external potential V must then satisfy
kTln(-#+A@(p)

2.0

Thus, the deviation of the liquid density from its nominal value depends only on the difference between V
and kT ln(p/po).
Similarly, the fluid energy per unit mass, relative
to the same reference state, may be written as follows
based on the definitions given in Eqs. (1) and (2).

+V = Pm (14)

pm = M!’ ln(A3pm)

1.0

Figure 3. Bulk densi~ and volumetric energy content of gas and liquid nitrogen. Liquid energy is well
approximated by the linear approximation shown as
a dotted line. Gas energy and densi~ are negligible.

in which CM= –llcr3 is the integral of u/eff over an
Wlte
domain. For a given value of the chemical potential, this equation generally has three roots, analogous to the multiple roots of a van der Waals equation
of state. The smallest root is a gas density that differs
very little from that given by the ideal gas law. Thus
for simplicity, it is customary to describe the ambient
gas properties using the familiar equations

‘==

0.0

in p*-V*

In regions where the fluid density is uniform, or
nearly so, the integrals deihing U and At’ in Eq. (11)
can be evaluated explicitly to yield
+ cffcu)

-1.0

-2.0

Bulk Fluids

kT ln(A3p)+A@(p) +p(A@’

p~y+% pq
\.
‘\

(W

p’ = :,

6

p* = pa3,

e* = +,

v

V* = ~

(N)

From Eqs. (16) and (17) it is clear that both p“ and e*
depend only on the difl!erence between V* and lnp”.
In keeping with expectations, Fig. 3 indicates that the
gas density and energy are much smaller than those
of the liquid and that the liquid density is relatively
constant. Most importantly, the approximate expression for the liquid energy, given by Eq. (18) and shown
by a dotted line in Fig. 3, differs only slightly from the
exact calculation indicated by a solid line. Thus, we
are well justified in using this approximation in subsequent equations.
Bulk liquid and gas solutions exist only within
limited ranges of pressure and external potential. The
gas is, of course, favored by low pressure and by the
absence of an attrextive (i.e., negative) external potential field. Bulk liquids are favored by high pressures and strongly attractive fields. As shown in
Fig. 3, both solutions exist within a relatively narrow central range where V* and lnp” are of comparable magnitude. Bulk condensation occurs when V*
and lnp* are nearly equal because the liquid energy ia
then very small and therefore comparable to that of
the gss.
When the external potential field ia either absent or spatially uniform, phase transitions will occur simultaneously at all locations. However, in the
vicinity of solid surfaces or within small pores, variations in the potential field will cause liquid formation
on solid surfaces at pressures much lower than those
required for bulk condensation.
These layers grow
with increasing pressure until reaching the condensation pressure at which the fluid in the pore center
abruptly condenses.

locsl density
smootheddensity

-----

p*= 0.93
W*= 16

1

!

012345678

Nonmlized Position -x*
Figure 4.
Densiiy profile in the left half of a slit
pore. Liquid and gas-like solutions are indicated by
solid lines. Corresponding smoothed densities, shown
dotted, are averaged over one molecular diameter.

solution has a low densi~ @pical of a gas while the
other approaches a liquid density. Of these two solutions, the one applicable at any given pressure is
that having the smaller value of the total energy $2,
obtained by cross-pore integration of the one dimensional profiles.
w
Q=

Io
Density

Profiles

in Small Pores

(21)

pe dx

At pressures less than the condensation pressure, the
gas-like solution has the lesser Q while at higher
pressures the liquid-like solution becomes applicable.
Thus, the condensation phase transition occurs when
the two solutions have equal energy.
Strong oscillations of the local density are clearly
apparent in the solid curves of Fig. 4. The prominent
peak adjacent to the pore wall is coincident with the
minimum point of the wall potential, V. As such, it is
situated a distance roughly a~f from the center plane
of the nearest atoms of the solid. Successive density
peaks are separated by about one molecular diameter.
With increasing distance from the wall, the width of
the peaka increases and their amplitude decreases.
Figure 4 further shows that there is an excluded
region immediately adj scent to the pore wall where
the repulsion of wall molecties prevents the intrusion
of adsorbate molecules. The outer edge of this exclusion zone is nearly coincident with the point where the

The density variation across a narrow slit is illustrated in Fig. 4 for a pressure slightly less than the
bulk condensation pressure, PO. These profiles were
calculated by numerically solving Eq. (11) on a grid
having a spacing much smaller than molecular dimensions [7]. The density is assumed uniform in directions
parallel to the pore walls, as appropriate when the
pore width is small compared to its depth and lateral extent. The normalized variables appearing in
the plot are all scaled by the molecular diameter.

Also, since the density profiles are symmetric about
the pore center, only the left half of the field is plotted.
Two solutions are shown in Fig. 4, each representing a local minimum of fl. Although nearly identical
near the pore wall, they approach substantially different values in the pore center. In that region, one
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wall potential V passes through zero. Based on th~
criterion, the exclusion zone width, q is found to be
nearly independent of the pore width, having a value
of e = 0.3238c for the Steele potential of Eq. (8) and
the carbon parameters given earlier.
The smoothed or locally averaged density, ~, defined by Eq. (6) is also displayed in Fig. 4 by dashed
curves. In contrast to the extreme variations in the
local densi~, the smoothed density of the liquid-like
solution is relatively uniform, falling horn about unity
at the pore walls to a value of ~“ cp~ E 0.8 at the pore
center. Similarly, the smoothed density of the gaslike solution remains nearly uniform over the adsorbed
layers adjacent to the surface, but then falls to a much
smaller gas densi~ in the pore center. With increasing pressure, the thickness of the adsorbed layer increases, but the mean layer density and structure of
the leading edge remain essentially the same.

Pore

Condensation

gas
.-~’ *
I

.,

--.~i
;=.:
-“..,0246810121416

Normalized Position - x*

Equations

Figure 5. Schematic showing fluid densi~ profiles
just before condensation (left side of pore) and just
after condensation (right side of pore). Approximate
profiles, indicated by shading, represent average densities in regions occupied by liquid or adsorbed layers.

A closed-form expression for the condensation
pressure is now derived by integrating the governing
DFT equations across the pore, using approximate
analytical profiles to describe the fluid density distribution. As seen on the right side of Fig. 5, the
presumed density profile of the liquid-like solution is
simply uniform at a value pl, which without much
error may be taken as p.. Similarly, the step-liie density profile of gas-like solution is presumed to have a
uniform value of pg within the adsorbed layers, while
the center density is assumed negligible. In keeping
-with numerical DFT calculations, the adsorbed layer
density, pg, must approach POin large pores, but may
be much smaller in narrow pores. The thickness of
the adsorbed layers, denoted 6, is measured from the
pore wall to the middle of the gas/liquid transition
zone.
Since condensation occurs when gas and liquid
solutions have equal energy, it is useful to express the
total pore energy Q in terms of the parameters that
characterize the density profiles: po, p~, and 6. Based
on the definition of Q in Eq. (21) and the approximation for e in Eq. (18), it follows that
w

n=

/[o

pV–kTln

(~ )1dz

and
& = p, [Vt - 2;kTh

(~)]

+ 2r

(24)

in which the subscripts 1 and g refer to the liquid-full
and partially gas-filled pores of Fig. 5. The symbols
G and ~ indicate respectively the portions of the pore
width and the adsorbed layer that are occupied by
high density fluid

while Vw and Va denote integrals of the wall potential
over these same regions.
6

w/2

VW=2

Vdx
/e

and

Vdz

V6 = 2
/

(26)

e

These integrals can be evaluated in closed form for
any of the commonly used potentials (see Appendix).
The surface tension term, 17,appearing in flg accounts for the reduction in liquid energy at the interfaces between the adsorbed layers and the gas in the
pore center. When the adsorbed layers are thick and
have nominal liquid density, I’ is simply the nominal
surface tension, ~. However, the associated deficit of
attractive energy is roughly proportional to the den-

(22)

Then, since the fluid density is assumed uniform in
regions occupied by liquid and adsorbed layers, but is
negligible elsewhere,

fle =pt[Vw –GkTln(’)]

liquid

(23)

sity, pg, of the adsorbed fluid and further, this deficit

8

must shrink to zero when the adsorbed layers merge
in the pore center. We therefore make the following
approximation

‘=7

:(+7(%3

of fluid in the central part of the adsorbed layer, an
effect that is suppressed by applying a cutoff to the
Lennard-Jones attraction of Eq. (4). Thus, for later
comparison with numerical DFT results that apply a
cutoff at 3a, we will exclude this secondary term. If
retained, this term would reduce the magnitude of A
in Eq. (29) by an ‘amount 2n.sff/3p0, leading to a 20~o
reduction in calculated values of d.
In narrow pores, the adsorbed layer thickness is
equal to half the pore width.

’27)

The last term above recognizes that the surface energy
resides mainly within the molecular layer nearest to
the liquid/vapor interface and that thk layer shrinks
to zero as 6 – e becomes small. No account is taken
of similar energy deficits occurring at the liquid/solid
contact, since these appear in both Qe and f2g and
are offsetting under conditions where surface tension
is important.
By equating the energies of the liquid and gas
solutions, Q,e and Qg, we arrive at the following equ-

(30)
This limit clearly applies to all pores having a width of
two molecular diameters or less. In pores that small,
each of the adsorbed layers is barely wide enough to
accommodate a single molecule, so there is no opportunity for the layers to increase in thickness with
increasing pressure. Instead, the layer density, pg,
increases with increasing pressure until reaching the
point of condensation.
A smooth transition bebween the small and large
pore asymptotes is constructed by forming the ratio
of their product and their sum.

tion relating the condensation pressure to the pore
width, surface tension, fluid densities, and integrated
wall potential.

()

ln:

= pevw –

pgv6 – 2’

(28)

kT(p@ – 2pg;)

ThE is the fundamental pore condensation equation
(hereafter, NG equation). It is central to all that follows. To make it useful, however, we must fist Qerive
auxiliary relationships describing the thickness, 6, and
demi~, pg, of the adsorbed layer in terms of the pres-

(31)

This composite always yields a value of ~ that is
smaller than either of the asymptotic values. The cubic form of the composite is inspired by the form of the
upper asymptote and produces a sharper transition
than a linear interpolation between the asymptotes, in
keeping with numerical DFT results presented later.
The fluid densi~, pg, within the adsorbed layers
also appears in the condensation formula, Eq. (28),
and must therefore be specified. Again, it is useful
to examine the limits of large and small pores. As
seen earlier in Fig. 4, the fluid density in a thick layer
of adsorbed fluid is essentially equal to the nominal
liquid densi~, PO. However, Fig. 1 shows that the
mean density, pg, of the adsorbed layers in a pore of
normalized width w* = 2 is less than 0.1 just prior
to condensation. Moreover, in still smaller pores the
transition from gas to liquid occurs not as as a true
discontinuity, but. instead appears as a smooth and
continuous transition. This is also apparent in Fig. 1.
In this regime, the mean density at the onset of the
continuous transition is essentially zero. A smooth
transition beixveen this limit of pg + o for narrow
layers, and a density of pg + PO ~ thick layers is
provided by the approximation

sure and pore width.
In wide pores, the adsorbed layer remains thin
compared to the pore width for pressure less than the
condensation pressure. Thus, the external potential,
V, within the adsorbed fluid is due almost entirely
to the field of the adjacent pore wall. Un~er these
conditions, the adsorbed layer thickness, 6, can be
approximated by

::=_

A
ln(p/pO)

where

ewu:f

A = —
3AkT

(29)

This relationship places the leading edge of the
adsorbed fluid at roughly the point where V =
kT In(p/pO), under a simplification of V that retains
only the slowest decaying term in Eq. (8). This seems
intuitively correct, since Eq. (18) indicates that the
liquid energy vanishes at this point. Liquid situated
further from the pore wall would have greater energy
than the alternative zero-energy gas phase and thus
could not exist. A more rigorous justification is provided by Sullivan [12] who derives Eq. (29) by minimizing !0 for an adaorbed liquid layer having a uniform densi@ His formula includes an additional term
that accounts for changes in the self attractive energy

f’g=d%)

(32)
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with the understanding that pg = O for layers thinner
than $= 1/2. This cutoff is encountered when the cor-

8

responding pore width, G= 2~= 1, is clearly too small
to accommodate a pair of layers. In slightly larger
pores, a pair of layers may exist with the centers of
adsorbed molecules on opposing walls staggered in a
manner that reduces repulsions. The form of Eq. (32)
is chosen mainly for simplicity and for consistency
with detailed DFT simulations.
In closing this derivation, we emphasize th~t details of the approximate transition formulas for 6 and
p~ are not critical. It is necessary only that they preserve the correct asymptotic behavior in the limits of
small and large pores.
Asymptotic

Behavior

s

.=
;
g 10-*
75
~~ 1o-1o

of NG Equation

0.0

2r
‘=–kTpo(i3 – 26)

2’y

m

0.2 0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0 1.2

1.4

Inverse Pore Width - I/w*
Figure 6. Computed condensation pressures of the
present NG equation (solid line) are in good agreement with those obtained by numerical solution of
the full DFT equations (symbols). Dotted line is the
small-pore asymptote of the NG equation.

Results:

Implicit

Analytical

Model

Since the pressure appears in Eq. (29) describing
the adsorbed layer thickness, it is not yet possible to
simply select a value of the pore width and explicitly calculate the corresponding pore pressure from
Eq. (28). Instead, a root finder or iterative procedure must be used to ilnd the particular value of the
pressure for which the two sides of Eq. (28) are equal.
This shortcoming will be remedied later by combining
a pair of asymptotic expressions that apply to large
pores. However, before introducing that approxim~
tion, we will fist explore the accuracy of the implicit
form of the equations given in the preceding section
by comparison with numerical DFT results.
An implicit calculation of the pore pressure proceeds as follows. First, select a pore width and evaluate Vw. Then, for a gue~sed value of the condensation pressure calculate: 6 from (29)-(31), V6 from

When these two quantities are equal, the energy of
the condensed liquid is nearly zero (see Fig. 3) and is
therefore approximately equal to the negligibly small
energy of the low densi~ gas that occupied the pore
prior to condensation. This interpretation applies to
continuous phase transitions in pores smaller than two
molecuku diameters, precisely the regime in which
the asymptotic approximation merges with the general equation.
In large pores, or equivalently at high pressures,
the NG equation reduces to the well known Kelvin
relationship in which surface tension plays a dominant
role.
x–

m

n

Jumps- ●
Continuous- E

(33)

()

m
m

p%)

To better understand the fundamental nature of
the NG equation, it is useful to examine its behavior in the Iiiits of very small and very large pores.
The small pore, or low pressure, asymptote of the analytical model is readily obtained from the general
equation (28) by recalling that P9 approaches zero as
the pore width and adsorbed layer thickness become
small. Further, the adsorbed layers on opposing pore
walls also merge in this limit, so the surface tension
term additionally vanishes. This leaves a simple relationship between the condensation pressure and the
pore averaged potential field.

in ~
Po

Kelvin

%
t

(26), r from (27), and pg from (32). Substitute all
of these results into the condensation equation, (28),
check for equality, and repeat to convergence. All of
the algebra is simple, and the iterations can be implemented either by using standard root finding routines
or by simply substituting a guess into the right side
of Eq. (28) and using the resulting left hand side as
the next guess.

(34)

The integrals of the wall potential, Vw and V6, do not
appear here because they become equal and offsetting
when the adsorbed layers extend to ranges where the
wall potential becomes negligible.AThe other simpMications arise because pg x p. and 6 <c 0.

10

,-t

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the condensation pressures calculated by the implicit analytical
model with those computed numerically by DFT. The
full NG equation is represented by a solid curve; the
dashed curve represents the small-pore asymptote of
the model as given by Eq. (33). In the numerical ap
preach, both the liquid and gss-like density and energy profiles are calculated for a large number of pressures to accurately determine the particular pressure
at which the MO solutions have equal energy. These
numerically calculated condensation pressures are indicated by two types of symbols. The circles represent
solutions having a density jump at the condensation
point, whereas squares denote the point of steepest
density increase during continuous phase transitions.
The analytical model is clearly in good agreement
with the numerical calculations over the full range of
pore sizes. As seen in the upper left of Fig. 6, agreement is best for larger pore widths, or equivzdently, for
smaller values of the inverse pore width. Indeed, the
maximum relative deviation from the condensation
pressures computed by numerical DFT is less than 6%
for all pore widths greater than four (l/w* < 0.25).
This covers much of the range of practical interest.
In smaller pores the accuracy of the NG equation
is dtiihed
somewhat by steric effects associated
with non-integer values of the normalized pore width.
For example, a sharp decrease in the condensation
pressure computed by DFT occurs when the pore can
no longer accommodate a pair of molecular layers at
their preferred spacing, a. This drop occurs at 0“ = 2,
corresponding to w* = 2.66 and I/w* = 0.38. In yet
smaller pores, the repulsion belmeen conilned molecular layers becomes so great that only a single molecular layer can fit between the pore walls. Condensation in these very small pores occurs by a continuous
transition, making it difficult even to define a d~tinct
condensation pressure. These things considered, the
analytical condensation formula still provides remarkable agreement with detailed DFT calculations.
The curious rise in the condensation pressure seen
in Fig. 6 for very small pores is a consequence of the
overlapping energy minima of the Lennard-Jones wall
potentials. The minimum condensation pressure of
P* z 10–10 occurs when the energy minima of both
wall potentials are exactly coincident in the pore center. When the spacing is either larger or smaller, the
misalignment of the potential wells weakens the effective potential field. A weaker attractive field is unfavorable to the formation of a liquid, so a greater
pressure is required to produce condensation.
Analytical and numerical calculations of the normalized adsorbed layer thickness, 6* = 8/a, are compared in Fig. 7. Symbols represent DFT results, the

5.0

I

1

:
:
14
:
:

Composite
Asymptotes -----NumericalD~ ●

t%

10-6 10-5 104

10-3 10-2 10-1 10°

Relative Pressure - p*
Figure 7. Adsorbed layer thicknesses given by composite analytical formula (solid line) are consistent
with numerical DFT results (symbols). Dotted lines
indicate asymptotes of composite formula.

solid line ia the composite analytical formula given by
Eq. (31), and the two dsshed lines indicate the ssymp
totic expressions for small and large pores. The transition belxveen asymptotes occurs at a relative pressure of p~ = 10-4, corresponding to a pore size of
@* ZS2, in keeping with physical interpretations of the
small pore liit.
Since 6 does not appear explicitly in
the numerical DFT calculations, it is determined by
equatiig the total mass of adsorbed gas, obtained by
integration of the DFT proiiles, to twice the product
of the adsorbed layer thickness and the mean layer
density, pg. For consistency, Pg, is e~luated using
the analytical expression given earlier.
w

p dx = 2pg;

where

/o

pg = PO(+)

When combined, these M: relations yield a simple
expression for the value of 6 corresponding to the gasliie DFT solution at the condensation pressure. In
very small pores, this value of ~ is tilted
to be no
more than half the reduced pore width, ti.
These numerically calculated layer thicknesses,
shown by symbols in Fig. 7, generally lie above the
solid line representing the composite analyticzd model.
The agreement could be noticeably improved by simply adding about cr/2 to the numerical value of the
large-pore asymptote. We hesitate to make this adjustment partly because the asymptote, as it stands, is
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in relatively good agreement with experimental measurements of adsorption on flat surfaces. In addition,
the moderate disagreement in adsorbed layer thickness, between analytical and numerical models, has
not significantly degraded the excellent agreement in
calculated condensation pressures.

3.0

1

NumericalDFT .

I

I
,

AnalyticalModel
Implicit ---Explicit —

t,
Results:

Explicit

Analytical

Model

\\

The preceding system of equations is implicit in
the sense that the condensation pressure appears on
both sides of Eq. (28). This can be remedied by combining our previous expression for the adsorbed layer
thickness in large pores, Eq. (29), with the Kelvin expression for the condensation pressure in large pores,
Eq. (34). Eliminating the pressure between these two
equations yields the following relationship between
the pore width and the adsorbed layer thickness just
prior to condensation.

~
co

= AkTpOw
2’y

Po Wuu:f
=

67A

\
‘.

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

Inverse Pore Width - I/w*
Figure 8. Numerical calculations of adsorbed layer
thickness (symbols) are bounded by implicit and explicit forms of the present analytical model. Mean
layer density prior to condensation is also shown.

(36)

The constant, A, appearing here was defined previously in Eq. (29). As before, this asymptotic expression for large pores is blended with the small pore

greater than that calculated implicitly. Values of the
layer density computed by DFT are not included in
Fig. 8 because of the ambiguity involved in separately
determining pg and 6 when only their product is constrained by the numerical solutions.

asymptote by introducing both into Eq. (31).
An explicit calculation of the condensation pressure requires no iteration. For a chosen pore width,
$ is first determined from the preceding equation together with Eqs. (30) and (31). VJ, VW, I’, and p~ then
follow from Eqs. (26), (27), and (32). Substitution
of these results into Eq. (28) yields the condensation
pressure. The entire procedure is easily performed,
even in a spread-sheet environment.
The condensation pressures computed in this explicit manner are nearly indistinguishable horn those
obtained earlier using the implicit formulation. Thus,
there is no need to present another plot liie Fig. 6.
The maximum deviation of the explicit model from
the numerically calculated condensation pressures is
about 10% for w* >5, as compared with about 670
for the implicit formulation.
This close agreement
between the implicit and explicit models is not surprising, since both versions must approach the same
asymptotes for both small and large pores.
Differences between the implicit and explicit analytical models are most apparent in comparing calculated values of the adsorbed layer thickness. As
shown in Fig. 8, the explicit model yields somewhat
larger values of the absorbed layer thickness, in better agreement with the numerical DFT calculations.
Also, since the mean adsorbed layer density, pg, increases with 6, the explicitly calculated density is

Comparison

with Modified

Kelvin

Equation

Figure 9 shows a comparison between the present
explicit analytical model and two well known analytical approximations. The first of these is the Kelvin
equation [1,2]. Although exact for very large pores,
this relation becomes a very poor approximation for
the smaller pores of greatest practical interest in applications of microporous materials. The modified
Kelvin (MK) equation, also shown in Fig. 9, extends
the range of validity to smaller pore sizes by using an
apparent pore width obtained by reducing the nominal width by the combined thickness of the two adsorbed layers [4,9]. The physical motivation for this
is obvious and the resulting equation is simple.
in

()Po~

=–

2’y

kTpO(w – 26)

(37)

The value of 6 used in the effective pore width, w – 26,
is usually obtained either horn experimental data or
from analytical approximations like Eq. (29) describing adsorption on an external surface. Since either of
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MK equation does not directly account for the effect
of the wall potential, ~ on the liquid energy. Yet, thk
is the dominant physical considerations in small pores
where the condensation pressure is well approximated
by lnp” = ~. Thus, any MK equation that excludes
this effect is certain to fail in the small pore limit.
The second shortcoming of the conventional MK
equation is that the adsorbed layer thickness, 6(P), is
generally based on measured or calculated values of
the amount of gas adsorbed on a flat external surface. In small pores, however, the adsorbed layers
form at much lower pressures because of the superposed fields of both pore walls. Thus, the effective
pore width, w – 26, appearing in the denominator of
the MK equation is too large, resulting in a condensation pressure which ia far too great (i.e., magnitude
of logarithm too small). If instead, we use a better estimate of the adsorbed layer thickness, like the
present composite Eq. (31), the denominator of the
MK equation will approach zero as 6 approaches w/2,
resulting in a condensation pressure that is far too
small. Thus, the MK equation is not readily salvaged
by a better choice of 6. Instead, as apparent in deriving the NG equation, the denominator should contain
the group plw – 2pg6, which approaches plw rather
than p~(W – 26) as pg + O.
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Figure 9. Traditional Modified Kelvin (MK) equation severely over-predicts condensation pressures for
small pores. Upper and lower MK curves are respectively based on experimental and DFT values of 6(P).

these approaches provides 6 as a function of pressure,
the MK equation becomes implicit in the pressure and
must generally be solved iteratively. However, the MK
equation can be inverted to the following form
27
w =26 – kz’pi) In(p/pI)))

Required

Material

Property

Information

Use of the NG equation requires only a minimal
description of the interaction of fluid molecules with
one another and with the adsorbent surface. The
fluid-fluid interaction ia most easily given in terms of
the nominal liquid density, pl = p., the Lennard-Jones
diameter, a, and the surface tension, here taken at the
textbook value of ~ = 8.88 mN/m for nitrogen at 77
K [2]. The parameter eff does not appear explicitly in
the final equations, though it is implicit in the surface
tension. The fluid-solid interaction is described here
in terms of the Lennard-Jones parameters e~f, as., ps
and A appearing in the constant, CW,that scales the
wall potential function, V. The values of these parameters for nitrogen adsorption on graphite were given
above Eq. (14) and are available for many common
gss and solid pairS.
The material parameters listed above include a
mixture of macroscopic and microscopic properties
that are chosen mainly for ease of use. For example, we have chosen to use the surface tension and
nominal liquid densi~ to characterize the fluid, since
these macroscopic properties are widely available and
appear explicitly in our analytical model. However,
the density and surface energy can alternatively be
calculated from the Lennard-Jones parameters of the

(38)

which permits direct calculation of the pore width corresponding to a particular condensation pressure and
corresponding value of 6(P).
The MK equation usually yields condensation
pressures somewhere between those of the Kelvin
equation and the correct values, as apparent in Fig. 9.
Two different evaluations of the MK equation are included in Fig. 9. The upper curve is based on a number of consistent data sets for adsorption of nitrogen
on a flat graphite surface [2,15,16]. The lower of the
two MK curves was constructed using values of 6(P)
computed numerically by DFT. We see that the MK
equation is in error by a factor of two when the condensation pressure has been reduced by a factor of
five or ten, and that the error in pressure reaches one
or two orders of magnitude for pores smaller than
three or four molecular diameters. In contrast, the
NG equation remains accurate within a few percent
throughout this range.
The failure of the MK equation results from two
fundamental shortcomings.
First and foremost, the
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fluid using the equationa of DFT, either approximately based on the simplified bulk fluid equations or
more exactly by performing a numerical calculation.
In this context, it should be noted that the value of
the Lennard-Jones energy, eff, used in our simulations
was chosen so that the bulk energy of the gas and the
liquid phases, given by Eq. (17), would be identical at
101 IcPa and 77 K, in keeping with measured condltions of phase equilibrium.
As a consistency check, DFT was used to compute the surface energy associated with a one dimensional density profile that transitions smoothly between liquid and vapor densities. The calculated surface energy at the reference state (saturation pressure
at 77 K) was within a few percent of the accepted
value of ~ noted just above. Thus, a single value of
the Lermard-Jones energy, eff, yields correct and selfconsistent DFT results for both the bulk condensation
pressure and the surface tension as well as the liquid
density.
The fluid-solid interaction is described here in
terms of the Lennard-Jones parameters a,, A,, and
CWappearing in the integrated wall potentials, VW and
~zf, and in the asymptotic formula for the adsorbed
layer thickness, 6(p). Although the effective molecular diameters are usually known within reasonable
limits, the interaction energy, CW,is not always available. However, this parameter can be deduced from
the adsorption isotherm measured on a flat surface.
The initial slope of the isotherm, known as Henry’s
constant, is related to CWthrough the following form
of Eq. (14)

dp
dp

—=

~e–e.V’/kT

kT

three molecular diameters we earlier observed that

V*(z*) x lnp”

z“ = 6*(@)

at

(40)

Thus, for a given pressure, the value of V* can be calculated and the corresponding values of 6 can be read
from a measured adsorption isotherm. This process
may be used to construct the asymptotic form of the
wall potential, V* (z”).
Finally, it is important to recognize that the
interaction energy, eW affects both the initial slope
(Henry’s constant) and the asymptotic behavior of a
measured adsorption isotherm. Thus, experimental
observations of both quantities may be used to verify
or improve the functional form of the wall potential.
Once this function has been decided upon, in either
analytical or tabular form, it may be introduced into
the equations relating the condensation pressure to
the pore width. In deriving these equations we have
made no assumptions regarding the form of the wall
potential.

Summary
The governing equations of Density Functional
Theory (DFT) have been used to derive an analytical
expression for the fluid condensation pressure in slit
pores bounded by parallel plane walls. First, by integrating the DFT equations over a bulk fluid it was
shown that the fluid energy, averaged over molecular
scales, can be well approximated by a simple expression that depends only on the ambient temperature
and pressure and the external potential field. The
total energy within a slit pore was then written as
an integral of the local energy over the pore width,
assuming uniform density within regions occupied by
liquid or adsorbed layers.
Prior to condensation, virtually all of the fluid
energy resides within the adsorbed layers on the pore
walls; the energy of the gas in the pore center is negligible. After condensation, the pore is filled with liquid. To define the condensation pressure, we equated
integral expressions describing the total pore energy
before and after condensation.
At lower pressures,

(39)

which is applicable at low pressures where fluid-fluid
interactions are unimportant.
Here, V’ = V/ew H
–0.68
is the value of the wall potential function in the
first adsorbed layer. The numerical value of-0.68 corresponds to the minimum of V occurring at the center
of the first molecular layer. It is, however, preferable to use the exponentially weighted average of V
over the fist molecular layer, roughly -0.58 for Steele’s
graphite potential. Either way, eW can be estimated
from the initial slope of the adsorption isotherm.
The measured adsorption isotherm of a flat surface also provides a description of the adsorbed layer
thkkness as a function of pressure, din(p), applicable
to wide pores. Thii data can be used in its ptiltive
tabuIar form or, alternatively, approximated by an analytical function like Eq. (29). This data or function
is then combined with Eqs. (30) and (31) to construct
a composite function representing 6(w) at condensation. Further, for adsorbed layers thicker than two or

the adsorbed layers have less energy than a liquid-full
pore, while at higher pressures the reverse is true. So,
the transition is defined by equality of energy.
The resulting analytical expression relates the
condensation pressure to all of the important physical parameters governing adsorption and condensation over the full range of pore sizes. Its most general
form is given by
in

14

()Po
~

=

p~vW

–

Pg% –

zr

kT(p@ – 2P~$)

in which the eight parameters and functions on the
right-hand side are: the temperature, T, pore width,
6, nominal liquid density, pt, surface tension, 17,two
integrala ok the wall potential, VW and Vs, and the
thickness, 6, and density, pg, of the adsorbed layers
prior to condensation. These last two quantities are
replaced by composite functions of pressure and pore
width constructed from asymptotic expressions applicable in the limits of small and large pores.
Use of this simple expression requires only a
knowledge of the nominal liquid density, surface tension, and molecular dhuneter of the fluid as well as
the Lennard-Jones parameters (energy and range) of
the interaction behveen fluid molecules and the pore
walls. If unavailable, the interaction energy can be
deduced from the measured adsorption isotherm for
a flat surface. Although our illustrative calculations
are for a Lennard-Jones wall potential, any alternative potential may also be used in conjunction with
the fundamental condensation equation.
In the large pore Itilt, the condensation equation derived here is equivalent to the Kelvin equation
in which surface tension plays a dominant role. In the
small pore limit, our equation reduces to an equally
simple relationship between the condensation pressure
and the pore averaged potential field. The transition between these regimes ia controlled by the transitional behavior of the composite functions describing
the density and thickness of the adsorbed layers.
Two different forms of our condensation equation
were presented. The implicit form contains the pressure on both sides of the equation and must be solved
by iteration. The alternative explicit form was obtained by using a pair of asymptotic expressions to
eliminate the pressure from the Iarg*pore asymptote
of the adsorbed layer thickness. Both the implicit and
explicit equations agree with detailed DFT calculations within a few percent for pores in which the phase
transition occurs abruptly at a dtiinct pressure. For
very small pores, the predicted condensation pressure
coincides with the steepest portion of the continuous
transition behveen gas and liquid densities.
The present analytical model differs from previous pore condensation equalions in two primary respects. First, a single equation provides very accurate
values of the condensation pressure over the full range
of pore sizes. Second, this equation is derived from
a general theory (DFT) that provides a fundamental
basis for understanding, testing, and improving the
approximations fundamental to its development.

Nomenclature
molecular diameter used to calculate repulsions
Hehnholtz free energy per unit volume
Boltzmann’s constant
pressure
position vector
temperature
Lennard-Jones pair potential
fluid-fluid attraction
external potential induced by solid walla
integral of V over reduced pore width
integral of V over reduced film thickness
pore width
reduced pore width, w – 2e
distance from solid surface
distance from center plane of wall molecules
thickness of adsorbed film
reduced film thickness, d – e
asymptotic iilm thickness in small pores
asymptotic film thickness in large pores
basal plane spacing of wall molecules
excess hard sphere repulsion
width of excluded zone near pore wall (a a/3)
energy well depth of fluid-fluid potential
energy well depth of fl~d-solid potential
pre-multiplier of Steele’s graphite potential
volume fraction occupied by molecules
de Broglie wavelength
chemical potential
fluid density in molecular masses per unit volume
locally averaged densi~ used in repulsion
molecular diameter
grand potential energy functional
Subscripts
gas
liquid
condensation point of bulk fluid

9
1
o

Superscripts
I
derivative or integration variable
*
normalized quantity (length scaled by a)
averaged over pore width or layer thickness
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Potential

The integrals, VW and Vt, defined by Eq. (26) can
be evaluated by analytically integrating the Steele potential of Eqs. (8)-(10). The result may be stated as
follows

V$ = 1(6)

and

VW = l(w/2)

(Al)

where each I includes contributions from both near
and far pore walls, shown below on separate lines.

The function 0(z) is simply the integral of v(z) given
in Eq. (8).
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2ff,f91c.f3
– Z(;)–i
[

(Y)–

0:
6A(Z+0.61A)2
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(A3)

In the last two equations, x is measured from the pore
wall while z is measured from the center of the outermost wall molecules. Hence, z = z + asf/2 for the
near pore wail, and z = w – z + a~f/2 for the far pore
wall, as apparent in Fig. 2.
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